Milford, Kate. *Greenglass House*
Welcome to Greenglass House, where Milo is spending the winter holidays stuck in a house full of strange guests who are not what they seem.

Naylor, Phyllis Reynolds. *Zack and the Turkey Attack!*
While helping on his grandparents' farm, Zach, his best friend Matthew, and neighbor Josie outsmart a tormenting turkey and, in the process, solve a mystery of missing jewelry.

Pearson, Ridley. *The Initiation (Lock & Key)*
James and Lock (Sherlock, that is!) become unlikely friends at boarding school and are thrown into the mystery of a missing bible and a secret society.

Philbrick, Rodman. *Who Killed Darius Drake?*
Arthur Bash finds himself deep in a mystery involving an estranged grandfather, the lost Dunbar Diamonds, and the villainous Jasper Jones.

Ponti, James. *Framed!*
In Washington, D.C., twelve-year-old Florian Bates, a consulting detective for the FBI, and his best friend Margaret help thwart the biggest art heist in United States history.

Raskin, Ellen. *The Westing Game*
The person who finds the murderer of a millionaire will inherit his money, but everyone is a suspect!

Enola, the sister of Sherlock Holmes, leaves home to make her own way as a detective.

Sobol, Donald. *Encyclopedia Brown* (Look in the J Fiction Series section!)
Fifth-grader "Encyclopedia" Leroy Brown solves ten mysteries and, by putting the solutions at the back of the book, challenges the reader to do the same.

Surrisi, C.M. *The Maypop Kidnapping*
When a teacher goes missing in her tiny Maine town, Quinnie seems to be the only one determined to find her.

Swanson, Matthew. *The Real McCoys*
Elementary school detective Moxie McCoy looks for a missing school mascot and a new best friend, with the help of her annoying little brother.

Timberlake, Amy. *One Came Home*
13 year old Georgia leaves her small town to see if she can uncover the mystery of what happened to her presumed dead sister Agatha.

Turnage, Sheila. *Three Times Lucky*
11 year old Mo and her friend Dale turn to detective work when a murder happens in tiny Tupelo Landing.

Van Draanen, Wendelin. *Sammy Keyes and the Hotel Thief (Sammy Keyes Mysteries)*
Sammy witnesses a burglar stealing money, but he sees HER, too! Can she figure out his identity before he finds her?
Abrahams, Peter. Down the Rabbit Hole (Echo Falls Mysteries)
While Ingrid is starring in Alice in Wonderland, she also tries to solve the murder of an ex-actress.

Angleberger, Tom. Horton Halfpott

Balliett, Blue. Chasing Vermeer
Petra and Calder combine their talents to solve the mystery of a stolen Vermeer painting.

Barnett, Mac. Brixton Brothers: The Case of the Case of Mistaken Identity
When 12 year old Steven is mistaken for a real detective, he must solve the mystery before he gets caught!

Barnett, Mac. Mac B., Kid Spy
Mac is recruited to find the stolen crown jewels and becomes a spy.

Berlin, Eric. The Puzzling World of Winston Breen
Puzzle-crazy Winston and his sister must solve the dangerous mystery of a hidden ring.

Broach, Elise. Shakespeare's Secret
Hero discovers there is a missing diamond and a mystery surrounding her new house.

Broach, Elise. Masterpiece
Can a beetle named Marvin with his human friend James help catch the thief who stole a Durer drawing from the Metropolitan Museum of Art?

Cronin, Doreen. The Trouble With Chickens: A J.J. Tully Mystery (Look in the J Early Chapter section for this title!)
A hard-bitten former search-and-rescue dog helps solve a complicated missing chicken case.

Dowd, Siobhan. The London Eye Mystery
When cousin Salim goes up in the London Eye Ferris wheel but doesn’t come back down, siblings Kat and Ted must team up to find out what happened.

Dowell, Frances O’Roark. Dovey Coe
Dovey is in jail for the murder of her sister’s boyfriend, but she is innocent. Can the real murderer be found before Dovey’s trial is over?

Feinstein, John. Rush For The Gold: Mystery at the Olympics
Two teenaged aspiring journalists who are dating solve a mystery at the 2012 Olympic Games, while one simultaneously competes for a gold medal in swimming.

Frazier, Angie. The Midnight Tunnel
When a guest goes missing at the hotel Suzanna works at, she turns detective to help find him.

Frederick, Heather Vogel. Absolutely Truly
Twelve-year-old Truly Lovejoy's family moves to a small town to take over a bookstore. Soon, she has to solve two mysteries involving a missing book and an undelivered letter.

Hoobler, Dorothy and Thomas. The Ghost at the Tokaido Inn
After Seikei sees a ghost at the inn, the famous Judge Ooka enlists his help in finding a stolen jewel.

Hopkinson, Deborah. The Great Trouble
Eel and Florrie must help Dr. John Snow prove that cholera is spread through water, and not poisonous air, when an epidemic sweeps across their London neighborhood in 1854.

Johnson, Varian. The Parker Inheritance
Candace Miller finds an old letter in the attic. It describes a mystery, a puzzle that, if solved, could reveal a fortune.

Landon, Lucinda. Meg Mackintosh and the Mystery at the Medieval Castle (Meg Mackintosh) (Look in the J Early Chapter Books section)
Meg’s class are witnesses to the theft of a priceless chalice. Can you find the clues in the pictures and help solve the mystery?

Masters, M. Hawkeye Collins and Amy Adams in The Chocolate Snatcher & Other Mysteries
Nine short mysteries starring Hawkeye Collins and Amy Adams, two twelve-year-old sleuths who solve mysteries using Hawkeye's sketches of important clues. The reader is invited to solve the mystery before the solution is presented.

Margolis, Leslie. Vanishing Acts
Life is confusing for seventh-grader Maggie, who must track down a missing person and find out who is behind a string of dog eggings at the local dog run.